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Abstract.
Determining the importance of influence inside a network and its

impact on the behaviour of its users can provide insight into histor-
ical trends, information dispersal, and reducing the spread of mis-
information. Therefore, improving research into how users perceive
and interact with others is valuable. Understanding how members of
a group influence each other by sharing media or holding conversa-
tions can be especially vital. These interactions (often between two
group members) can lead to members adopting certain behaviours,
we consider this an example of influence. In this paper, we review
existing work in detecting and defining influence in social networks
and we propose a methodology for three experiments using content
features and transformer architecture models to measure and evaluate
different types of influence at various resolutions.

1 Introduction

Online social networks provide millions of connections between peo-
ple every day. In many cases, these platforms provide a place where
people can voice their opinions on public matters and reach a much
wider audience. These interactions take place using many different
graphical, text, or platform-specific mediums, each of which pro-
vides a unique method of communicating ideas between those con-
nected inside the network. Interactions often take place between two
people, with the most common public forum interaction being a post
and a reply. This type of interaction covers two types of social media
users, where the influencer posts content and the potentially influ-
enced reply. Understanding and measuring the extent of this influ-
ence, the type of content and its wider impact on the network would
provide additional insight into the features of influencing content.

Many existing methods for determining influence use platform-
specific features that are computationally light. Features such as
‘friends’, ‘followers’, ‘hashtags’ and ‘likes’ are architectural exam-
ples of influence indicators within groups [1], where users actively
show positive engagement with an individual or group by building
connections. This implies a positive correlation between the user’s
outgoing connections and their level of current and historic influ-
ence in the community. Although these methods are valuable, they
are symptoms of past influence, local to the platform, require in-
sight into a more extensive network’s topology, and are vulnerable
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to phenomena like controversial influence [4] [21] [22] [13]. How-
ever, light-weight topological methods can still provide insight into
individuals’ roles in group influence using a ratio of proportional
connections. For instance, outlier detection suggests that individu-
als act as the group’s information source, where connections denote
the ability to spread information directly and indirectly in the group
(via transitive influence) [13] [5] which can often also be associated
with particular account types [14]. Whilst these features are benefi-
cial, they are limited in complexity and rely on an assumed associa-
tion. More complex attention mechanism research (such as DeepInf
and MRAInf [15] [19]) have provided reliable influence detection
methods in networks by identifying the importance of topological
connections in individuals’ behaviour. However, these mechanisms
require large amounts of platform-specific connection data [3] and
fail to provide insight into the source of content-features that lead
to a user being influenced. TAP and EIRank [20] [2] attempt to re-
structure topological graphs as they relate to conversational features
such as topic, however, these are also limited in scope and are de-
pendent on platform-specific content features, a trait shared by many
content-based methods in addition to being limited in resolution and
variations of influence [21][16].

Due to the constraints of existing influence detection research and
the improvements in language feature extraction, surrounding re-
search in influence detection could benefit from a multi-label non-
topological framework. Therefore we propose a modular content-
based approach, focusing on: transparency in conversational and
media-related feature extraction, types of influence with a range of
multi-label resolutions, and observing these principles in a larger net-
work. Reflecting on these aims, each experiment’s question can be
summarised as:

• Experiment 1: Can resolutions of interpersonal influence be pre-
dicted using conversation content?

• Experiment 2: Can user engagement with an image’s content be
predicted based on community affiliations?

• Experiment 3: How do gradients of influence compare to other
baselines in social network group mapping?

We define three metrics used to represent influence in our research.
Social influence (SI): the degree of overlap in conversation partners’
structural connections on a platform. Behavioural influence (BI): the
likelihood of future signal-boosting behaviour between the two par-
ties (e.g., re-sharing content). Active engagement (AE): the act of



engaging with a piece of content by choice.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: A discussion

of three linked experiments relating to their wider contribution and
experimentation, and a summary.

1.1 Investigating Lexical Influence

Since text is one of the most prevalent forms of communication on
social networking platforms, we propose a framework that is in-
tended to predict social and behavioural influence using dialogue be-
tween two users. This is based on the hypothesis that an exchange
between two users elicits symptomatic changes in network structure
(commonly misused as a source and validation of influence). Based
on this issue, our first experiment proposes an interpersonal influence
framework using the source of influence and to identify the impor-
tance of content-features in prediction. To maximise cross-platform
compatibility, these content-features will be from a post-and-reply
relationship, as we consider this to be the simplest and most common
form of dialogue between two users. Our research will additionally
attempt to identify interpersonal influence at three levels of resolution
(simple, moderate and detailed) as we argue that existing research
disregards multi-label influence. In summary, our framework’s main
principles are content-features, social and behavioural influence pre-
diction, modular design, feature prediction importance, and influence
resolutions.

1.1.1 Experimental Setup

As shown in Figure 1, our framework can be assessed in five stages,
using a set of large social networking datasets for feature extraction
and classifier training. The framework’s input is restricted to post
and reply text between two users. Due to the framework’s modular
design, we can also provide topological variables like the number of
previous active encounters (exposure), however, this is not a require-
ment but a source for comparison.

Figure 1. Diagram showing the proposed five stage social and behavioural
influence prediction framework.

The first stage will use a fine-tuned BERT-base model to identify
the initial topic of conversation from the post text. Reply text is not
used for topic detection, as its content is contextually dependent on
the initial post. The purpose of the topic model is to supply conver-
sational context to the stance model and aid the interpretation of the
user’s comment in stage 2. The topic model will be trained on a set
of twenty different social and political topics using topic and stance
datasets [17][6][10][11][18] gathered by Li, Zhao and Carage [8]. In
stage two, we will use another fine-tuned BERT-base model to iden-
tify stance features from the text. The input for this model will accept
two variables, the retrieved topic extracted from the post, and the post

then reply text. The stance model will be trained using the datasets
from stage one. The predicted labels in stage two will indicate a for,
against, or neutral stance for both the post and reply text (six features
total). In stage three, we retrieve the post and reply’s sentiment fea-
ture, to identify how the users are interacting. We argue that influence
may be impacted by users’ conversation behaviour in addition to the
statements made. The sentiment model will be trained on a dataset
by [9], and will indicate a positive, negative or neutral sentiment for
the text and reply users (six features total). Whilst stage four’s fea-
tures are optional, they are intended so that we can compare predic-
tion accuracy with and without topological factors included. Stage
4 uses the number of past encounters between the two users and is
used as a feature for classification. Due to the framework’s modular
design, each text-specific model can have a hybrid topological and
text model to compare against. This approach to combining and iso-
lating features can be applied across all modular features. The final
stage uses a random forest classifier to predict social or behavioural
influence across a range of resolutions. We will provide the classi-
fier with unique features and labels attained via the MuMiN Twitter
dataset [12]. Whilst Twitter is only one social network, its dynamics
represent common social behaviours and engagement patterns [7].
These thirteen features will be attained via stages 1-4, using previ-
ously unseen post-reply dialogue and used as the classifier’s input.
Raw influence data will be collected and clustered into groups (in-
dicated by the resolution) as prediction labels. Raw social influence
data uses the number of overlapping members in the two user’s im-
mediate neighbourhoods, whilst raw behavioural influence data uses
the number of times the replying user has retweeted content by the
posting user.

By applying this method we will first investigate the framework’s
prediction capabilities across influence types and resolutions. To
compare our framework’s accuracy, the difficulty of this task, and the
validity of our extracted features, we will then compare our frame-
work to a set of fine-tuned state-of-the-art large language models.
Secondly, due to the framework’s modularity, we will also assess
feature importance via Mean Decrease Impurity, Shapley Additive
Explanations, and by isolating feature sets during model training.

1.2 Investigating Visual Influence

Whilst existing text-based influence and group alignment research
commonly focus on platform-specific features like hashtags and ex-
ternal hyperlink associations [16], image content remains an under-
valued source for identifying influence as it relates to specific com-
munities. As such, we propose an engagement prediction framework
that uses popular social images (or memes) and a user’s group asso-
ciations to determine how a user will engage with an image. This is
based on the hypothesis that a user’s associated neighbourhood can
act as a character profile that can determine image engagement. Our
research will aim to predict three engagement characteristics to de-
termine whether a user would encounter the image, engage with the
image, and their expressed attitude towards the image’s content. We
also aim to contribute a large social media image dataset that will be
used to compare state-of-the-art multi-modal large language models
(MLLM).

1.2.1 Experimental Setup

Based on our designs in Figure2, our MLLM training framework can
be split into three stages: data collection, training, and model com-
parison. Data collection will begin by determining key social media



political communities that share memes. We will attempt to train the
model on a range of communities across the political spectrum. To do
this, we will determine political standing by reviewing word embed-
ding and associated news outlet links using the AllSides Media Bias
Chart. From each community, we will extract the following: posted
memes for model input, a list of users posting on the image forum,
and the community’s (direct) replies to the post for feature extrac-
tion. Once all community forum posts are collected, we retrieve each
user’s affiliated communities. These community affiliations will be
any community that the user has publicly joined or interacted with.
To prevent overfitting and reduce input size, a threshold for the most
common affiliated communities in the population will be set. A user’s
community affiliation score will represent their activity in the com-
munity proportional to all associated community interactions. In or-
der to prevent the model from generalising opposing viewpoints on
a political topic. Our dataset labels will be generated for each im-
age and each collected user, with the encountered label representing
whether the image appears in the user’s associated communities. The
engaged label represents when an image appears in a user’s associ-
ated communities but that they have not been active in the post. The
final attitude label represents the user’s sentiment retrieved from their
forum reply via large language model feature extraction. The final
dataset will have the following properties for training: post identifier,
user identifier, image data, list of communities and the user’s corre-
sponding affiliation value, encountered label, engagement label, and
the list of sentiment feature values (attitude labels).

Figure 2. Diagram showing the high-level overview of the proposed image
engagement framework.

As shown in Figure2, the framework’s input is separated into
two stages: image data and community affiliation values. The im-
age data is first prepared and then encoded to be passed to an MLLM
sequence-to-sequence encoder, this feature space is then passed to a
LLM for decoding. The LLM feature space alongside the user’s list
of affiliated community values is then passed to a classifier to predict
the encountered, engagement, and attitude labels. By applying this
method we will investigate the prediction accuracy and validity of
the framework across a range of multi-modal large language models,
to determine whether image content and connection data are factors
of engagement.

1.3 Social Network Gradients of Influence

Using the cross-platform approach from the first experiment pro-
posal, we aim to leverage post-and-reply connections in a larger so-
cial network to review how gradients of influence relate to topologi-
cal and platform behaviour. This will allow us to compare patterns of
influence to state-of-the-art group detection models and topological
ground truths. Additionally, we aim to contribute a large content-
focused social networking dataset, the application and comparison

of a content influence framework, and an assessment of how socio-
political groups and account types impact gradients of influence.

1.3.1 Experimental Setup

We divide the experimental setup into three stages, data collection,
applying influence, and comparison. During data collection, we will
retrieve post-reply relationships across different political network
communities. To achieve this, we identify community posts using
news-outlet links, mentions, or associated hashtags. Labelling news
outlets’ political stances will be based on resources from the All-
Sides media bias chart. The originating post-reply relationship for
each community will be an internal or external news outlet headline
and a platform user’s replying comment. Once the source connection
is retrieved, in stage 2 we apply the Inter-Inf framework to the post-
reply connection. In the event that two users have more than one con-
nection, the influence value will be proportional to the total. We then
add the replying users to an edge user list and repeat these steps using
the edge user list to identify posts and corresponding replies, until a
community depth has been reached. Additional data will be collected
for ground truth and account type analysis. The final dataset structure
will have the properties shown in Figure 3

Figure 3. Diagram showing the high-level overview of the proposed image
engagement framework.

The final dataset will allow us to compare influence gradient pat-
terns across communities to platform-specific behaviours (reposts,
hashtags and links), account type relationships, and against tradi-
tional topological group detection methods. Based on this method
we aim to review the practical application of content-based influence
and its relation to network features.

2 Summary

These proposed linked experiments aim to better understand the in-
fluence that takes place in social networks. We argue that by using
shared content as the source information rather than the topological
symptoms that appear later, we will better identify content and plat-
form features that elicit influential social behaviours. The overarch-
ing proposal represents a step towards content-based influence anal-
ysis and its wider implications on online communities. We are aware
that a future for network influence analysis is likely to become hybrid
(to balance resource requirements). However, by demonstrating the
value of content features as the originating source of influence, we
aim to highlight the importance of content in future network analysis
methods.
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